Spa Vinésime
&
Charme d'Orient

Face Care

Body Care
ANTI-AGING & WELL-BEING BREAK
Sculpting massage and wrap

ANTI-AGING AND RADIANCE TREATMENT

A sculpting massage combining deep soothing movements to relax body and
mind with the soft notes of Sensuelle Volupté oil. The treatment concludes

Scrub, Sculpting massage, Mask
A comprehensive treatment with proven efficacy for unparalleled
radiance that leaves the skin smoother and firmer.
The A2OC*Burgundy Complex, with oxygenating and antioxidant
properties boosts the skin’s energy and reinforces its defenses.
*Anti-oxidant and cellular oxygenator

50 minutes - 95

Vinésime draws its effectiveness from
the heart of Burgundy vines, and

with an anti-aging grape body wrap offering your skin all the minerals and
antioxidant properties of grapes.
An integral treatment to recover youth and vitality.

75 minutes - 125

combines concentrated pinot noir from

€

Gevrey-Chambertin and blackcurrant

€

buds of Burgundy.

GREAT VINTAGE EXPERIENCE
Scrub, Sculpting massage, Wrap
Immerse yourself in the heart of Burgundy, the journey through the most
beautiful Climates dedicated to your beauty. A Grand Cru scrub to refine the
complexion, a stimulating then relaxing sculpting massage to revive the body,

VIN'HYDRA INTENSE

and an anti-aging wrap to enhance the skin.

A sensory breakaway offering rest and well-being through relaxing

75 minutes - 135

€

maneuvers combining pressure and deep smoothing. This facial care
brings comfort and radiance to your skin.
Vinesime helps to improve and maintain the hydration rate.
The features of the face are rested, the complexion is radiant.

50 minutes - 90

€

STIMULATING & ENERGIZING BREAK
Scrub, Sculpting massage
Inspired by the prestigious

«Richebourg Grand Cru» vineyards, the grape flesh

and grape seed scrub frees the skin of all its toxins and impurities. An
invigorating, stimulating body scrub with an unusual texture that will delight all
skin types, followed by a relaxing and embracing sculpting massage with
Sensuelle Volupté oil, the tension will evaporate, leaving your skin feeling fine,

BEAUTY INTERLUDE
Srub & Facial massage
The precision of Vinésime manual techniques for your skin.
An invigorating, stimulating treatment to revive the vital functions

light and soft.

STIMULATING BREAK GRAND CRU

25 minutes - 45

€

€

From the exceptional climate "Richebourg Grand Cru"

which refines the skin texture and releases it from its impurities.
The "Prodigal Balm" sensation will leave a hydration veil on the skin.

of the epidermis, leaving the complexion fresh, glowing, and
radiating fresh beauty.

75 minutes - 125

Scrub

25 minutes - 45

€

DELIGHTFUL RELAXING TREATMENT

DIVINE ESCAPADE IN BURGUNDY
Combination of manual skills and parcels with relaxing marc and grape seed
balls. A unique treatmentblending manual techniques and delicate or deep

Massage

strokes using warm marc and grape seed parcels. An escape to the Burgundy

An intense, multi-sensory massage with Sensuelle Volupté oil to harmonize

countryside to relax body and mind.

the body and please the senses.

A blend of grape seed oil and blackcurrant oil that leaves your skin

60 minutes - 105

€

completely moisturized, soft and silky.

50 minutes - 90

€

* AfTER YOUR VINESIME TREATMENT, ENJOY A NEW VINTAGE NUTRISMETIC FORMULA WITH EXCEPTIONAL ACTIVE INGREDIENTS WITH ONE WINE AMPOULE WITHOUT ALCOHOL! *

Body Rituals

Women face Rituals
RADIANCE TREATMENT

ALUM STONE, HONEY & ROYAL JELLY

Radiant, oxygenating, unifying.
An innovative scrub to exfoliate and purify the skin in which
the greedy composition brings abundant nutrition and
protection. The skin is silky, delicately perfumed
and hydrated with a long lasting effect.

25 minutes - 45

Products and beauty rituals that invite
traveling, and draw inspiration from
traditions and secrets of oriental women.

100% natural noble ingredients for a fresh healthy glow.
This treatment is adapted for all skin types.

45 minutes - 60

€

€

ON THE BANKS OF THE DEAD SEA

ORIENTAL BEAUTY

What is better than a get away on the Banks of the Dead Sea,

Moisturizing, oxygenating.

regenerating and remineralizing? Thanks to its rich

Jump straight into Morocco with this exclusive treatment inspired by

composition in salt minerals. Its benefits are known

the authentic Oriental tradition with argan oil, shea butter and rosy

and used since pharaohs time where Cleopatra came to

sands that envelope the skin of the earth’s heat. Exclusive Charme

rest in order to maintain her glowing complexion

75 minutes - 105

d’Orient treatment that will take you on anincredible journey for an
immediate letting go

€

60 minutes - 80

€.

INTENSIVE REPAIR TREATMENT
Give your dry skin nutrition and hydration with this SOS

BELLE NIGELLE TREATMENT

repair treatment for Body and Face.
Let your body absorb all the shea butter’s richness through

Soothing, moisturizing, unifying, special skins sensitive.

a massage and a wrapping, and then enjoy a nourishing

Nigella, a precious miraculous flower used since the dawn of time.

organic mask to plump the skin.

With an extraordinary repairing power, Nigella eliminates rednesses

75 minutes - 105

€

and give suppleness to irritated skin.

Men face Rituals

60 minutes - 80

€

ORIENTALS RITUALS
Hammam & scrub with a black soap
25 minutes - 40

€

MEN TREATMENT
Moisturizer, cleanser.

PURIFYING TREATMENT

The supple and oily free textures of this treatment melt on
Hammam, scrub with a black soap back massage
60 minutes - 70

€

men face like a veil of hydration with suave notes.

45 minutes - 55

€

Hammam, scrub with a black soap & body massage
75 minutes - 100

€

Hammam, scrub with a black soap,
massage back & facial treatment
80 minutes - 120

€

60 minutes - 75

€

Soothing, moisturizing.
The power of spices mixed with shea’s softeness make
of this treatment a special moment of soothing for dry or

EXTRACTION OF COMEDONS

irritated skins.

€

times: skin shininess disappear, skin is oxygenated. A true breath of
fresh air for asphyxiated skin.

BLACK CUMIN TREATMENT

OPTION Ghassoul’s wrapping
20 minutes - 25

Purifying, detoxifying, cleansing.
The combination of minerals and vegetables ingredients acts in 3

60 minutes - 75

€

Realizable option accompanied by a facial ritual

15 minutes - 15

€

Massages

Oriental hair removal

RELAXING MASSAGE
Pure and relaxing massages with particularly enveloping maneuvers.
Gentle massage to reconcile body and spirit.

Face massage 15 minutes - 20
Back massage 25 minutes - 40

€
€
€

€

26

Underarms
Bikini

Body & Scalp massage 60 minutes - 85

Swedish massage 60 minutes - 99

22

Thighs
Legs full

Back and Legs massage 40 minutes - 60
Body massage 50 minutes - 80

€
€
30€
12€
15€
25€
32€
38€
15€
10€
30€
42€
52€

Half legs/arms

€

€

Pregnant women massage 60 minutes - 85

Intended bikini

€

Brazilian bikini
Integral bikini

HOT STONE MASSAGE
Promoting muscle relaxation and well-being,
it is the ideal in times of stress.

30 minutes - 50
60 minutes - 95

€
€

Definition eyebrow line
Eyebrow
Face
Half legs-bikini-underarms
Legs full-bikini -underarmrs

INDIAN CRANIAL MASSAGE
Massage of the head, shoulders and neck to evacuate all tensions
and stress. It reduces tiredness, nourishes the hair and stimulates
their growth. It reduces headaches, improves sleep and increases
concentration.

60 minutes - 99

€

Beauty of hands and feet
MANICURE
Liming, cuticle care, polishing, vitamin-based base

PLANTAR RELAXATION

30 minutes - 35

€

Mix of reflexology and relaxing maneuver,
it soothes the tensions of the body.
You will be relaxed from head to toe.

25 minutes - 45

€

MASSAGE WITH GOLF BALLS
Combination between manual maneuvers massage and use of hot
golf balls. These last roll on the nodes of tensions to relax you.

PEDICURE
Liming, cuticle care, polishing, vitamin-based base

30 minutes - 38

€

CALLUSPEELING
Option feasible with the beauty of the feet
15 minutes - 35

€

New sensation guaranteed!

40 minutes - 59

€

MAKE UP
Natural Makeup - 25 minutes - 25

CANDLE MASSAGE

Sophisticated make-up - 35 minutes - 35

Let yourself be enveloped by the gentle warmth of a candle that has
become a massage oil that will release a real aromatic hydrating
elixir for a massage of infinite softness throughout your body.

75 minutes - 120

€

€

Wedding Makeup (with 1 try)
50minutes - 55

€

€

Terms & Conditions
Opening times
Relaxation area : 8:00 am - 11:00 pm
Swimming pool : 9:00 am - 9:00 pm from May to October
Massages & treatments : from Wednesday to Sunday, from 10:00 am to 7:00 pm

Appointments : We highly recommend to book well in advance.
Arrival time : To enjoy every moment of your experience, we recommend guest to arrive 10 minutes prior to the appointment time. The treatment
time indicaded is the actual duration of the treatment.

Late arrival : in case of late arrival, the time at the scheduled massage will be shortened.
Cancellation : cancellation within 24 hours, the scheduled massage will be charged.
Health & confort : when making a spa reservation, please notify us of your health conditions or/and if you are pregnant.
Spa environment : please respect the peaceful and quiet atmoshere of the spa.
Non-resident hotel clients: for non-resident clients, access to the relaxation area will be offered for the purchase of a treatment, or will be at
the price of 20€ per person for the day.
No-therapeutic wellness care.

